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Happier than God
Our culture encourages couples to make elaborate preparations for their wedding day, and yet so little thought is given to a
life of marriage. This book - The Best Possible Wedding Gift - focuses on what follows the wedding day - the life of marriage.
The authors define marriage as a coming together of two emotionally committed people, dedicated to each other's personal
and spiritual growth in ways that create a deepened intimacy, where both partners feel deeply loved and fully valued. The
information presented in the book is of equal value to singles who may be contemplating a romantic partnership. This book
is also ideal for those who have walked love's path and been disillusioned. In this comprehensive explanation of what
marriage can be, the authors share what they have learned about awakened partnership and its capacity to transform
relationship into authentic shared living that embraces the deepest levels of both intimacy and romance. This book will
prepare you to embrace the mystery of love, entertain its changing nature with awareness and skill, bask in its joy, laughter
and tears and share its sweet nectar with your lover. It points out the markers and signposts others have graciously left
along love's often unpredictable, but well-trodden path The book presents marriage as a possible accelerated path to
personal growth, fulfillment and happiness. No other relationship has quite the same power to transform lives. In The Best
Possible Wedding Gift, Mary and Austin Hennessey explore the nature of committed relationship, and show how to evolve
this shared togetherness into the partnership most couples dream of. With an accomplished background in relationship
mentoring, and enhanced by their own authentic marriage, they explain the heart-centered subtleties that create and
sustain the love, passion and compassion that are the fuel of an awakened marriage.

Unhinged
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A single-volume gift compilation of the author's best-selling trilogy that began with Conversations with God, Book 1 shares
lessons for spiritual seekers, in a boxed edition that features a new foreword. 40,000 first printing.

The New Revelations
Suppose you could ask God any question and get an answer. What would it be? Well, young people all over the world have
been asking those questions. This book is suitable for those who ever wanted to know if God is listening to them, if God can
really help, if God cares about them, and if there is a God.

The Poisonwood Bible
Finalist for the 2017 Pulitzer Prize in General Nonfiction An extraordinary narrative history of autism: the riveting story of
parents fighting for their children ’s civil rights; of doctors struggling to define autism; of ingenuity, self-advocacy, and
profound social change Nearly seventy-five years ago, Donald Triplett of Forest, Mississippi, became the first child
diagnosed with autism. Beginning with his family’s odyssey, In a Different Key tells the extraordinary story of this often
misunderstood condition, and of the civil rights battles waged by the families of those who have it. Unfolding over decades,
it is a beautifully rendered history of ordinary people determined to secure a place in the world for those with autism—by
liberating children from dank institutions, campaigning for their right to go to school, challenging expert opinion on what it
means to have autism, and persuading society to accept those who are different. It is the story of women like Ruth Sullivan,
who rebelled against a medical establishment that blamed cold and rejecting “refrigerator mothers” for causing autism; and
of fathers who pushed scientists to dig harder for treatments. Many others played starring roles too: doctors like Leo
Kanner, who pioneered our understanding of autism; lawyers like Tom Gilhool, who took the families’ battle for education to
the courtroom; scientists who sparred over how to treat autism; and those with autism, like Temple Grandin, Alex Plank,
and Ari Ne’eman, who explained their inner worlds and championed the philosophy of neurodiversity. This is also a story of
fierce controversies—from the question of whether there is truly an autism “epidemic,” and whether vaccines played a part
in it; to scandals involving “facilitated communication,” one of many treatments that have proved to be blind alleys; to stark
disagreements about whether scientists should pursue a cure for autism. There are dark turns too: we learn about
experimenters feeding LSD to children with autism, or shocking them with electricity to change their behavior; and the
authors reveal compelling evidence that Hans Asperger, discoverer of the syndrome named after him, participated in the
Nazi program that consigned disabled children to death. By turns intimate and panoramic, In a Different Key takes us on a
journey from an era when families were shamed and children were condemned to institutions to one in which a cadre of
people with autism push not simply for inclusion, but for a new understanding of autism: as difference rather than disability.
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The Skeletons in God's Closet
The Book of Revelation was meant to ignite awe and worship. There is a special blessing promised to all who read and obey
the words of Revelation (1:3). Yet many Christians slam their Bible shut before reading because they find the end times
prophecy to be confusing, weird, and even scary. Revelation was never meant to be feared or skipped over. In Unmasking
Revelation, Sam Chess walks through how Jesus left first century Christians with the hope of His return, and how the letter
of Revelation was given as a guide to how it all would end. Jesus was going to victoriously win and satan, and death, and
hell, and even the curse of sin itself (22:3) would be purged off this planet! Through Unmasking Revelation, the difficult
parts of Revelation become understandable, and the weird and frightening are “unmasked” to simply unfold the storyline of
Jesus’ (and Christians’) final triumphant victory.

The New Revelations
You can understand the mysterious book of Revelation. The book of Revelation—the last book in the Bible—is, to many
people, its most confusing. They find its strange symbols and images puzzling and mysterious. But you can understand it.
The book's very name mean a revealing, a way to gain understanding. Its first verse tells us it was written to reveal "things
which must shortly take place." If you are confused by the book of Revelation and would like to know what it all
means—and how it's cast of mysterious characters all fit within Bible prophecy—then read the Bible Study Aid ebook The
Book of Revelation Unveiled. This study aid will take you through the major themes of the book of Revelation helping you to
understand what Jesus Christ revealed to the apostle John and how it all fits together. Discover the major trends and future
prophetic events that will shape this world—and your life—in the days ahead. Chapters in this ebook: -- The Book of
Revelation: Is It Relevant Today? -- Keys to Understanding Revelation -- The Story Flow of the Book of Revelation -- Chapter
Outline of the Book of Revelation -- God's Church in Prophecy -- What Is the Church? -- Duality in Bible Prophecy -- The Book
of Revelation's Divine Authority -- The Seals of the Prophetic Scroll -- The Day of the Lord Finally Arrives -- Satan's War
Against the People of God -- The Mark and Number of the Beast -- The Two Women of Revelation -- The 'Time of Jacob's
Trouble' -- The Destruction of Satan's Kingdom -- Satan: The Great Seducer -- The Everlasting Kingdom of God Inside this
Bible Study Aid ebook: "The name of the book, Revelation, is a translation of the title in the original New Testament Greek,
Apocalypsis—the origin of the other name by which the book is now known, the Apocalypse. The Greek term denotes an
unveiling or uncovering—thus, a revelation." "Here is the key to understanding the book. Jesus alone can unlock the
meaning of its symbols, visions and descriptionsChrist reveals its meaning. He unlocks its seals. But how does He do it?"
"Most of Revelation—about two thirds of its content—is devoted to the seventh seal. The contents of the first six seals are
found in chapter 6 alone." "How will the two witnesses and their message be received?" "The book of Revelation reveals,
from more than one perspective, the emergence of this vast end-time empire governed from a great city God labels
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“Babylon the great”, the reference here being to Rome." "Jesus Christ will return to establish that Kingdom on earth (the
Kingdom of God) at His second coming, at last bringing the peace mankind has always longed for but never achieved."

In a Different Key
“Deep inside you know Who You Truly Are. We all do. It's not a question of discovering it, it's a question of claiming it. Being
it. And that's actually easier done than said. We're all just one decision away from The Essential Path. It's a path that could
change a world that deeply yearns for a new direction.” — Neale Donald Walsch, author, The Essential Path Our modern era
is plagued by increasing alienation—we are seeing an “us against them” world. Everywhere we turn, we find ourselves
divided from each other as never before across political, economic, social, and spiritual lines. As humanity is being torn
apart right before our eyes—separating many of us from our friends and even our loved ones, from our hopes and dreams,
from the natural world, and from so much that gives meaning and value to our lives—people are blaming everyone and
everything around them for the collective problems that we have created ourselves. We are turning against each other,
rather than to each other, just when we need each other the most. Bestselling author of Conversations with God Neale
Donald Walsch offers a radical solution to the growing problem of humanity’s alienation. He invites us to question our basic
assumptions about ourselves, about each other, about life and how it works, and about God, and to rethink the very
definition of humanity. The Essential Path challenges every human to make a Daring Decision—to look at who we are and
how we can choose to be, in a planet-altering new way. With insight and spiritual perceptivity, Walsch peers into the heart
of a broken, divided society, prompting us to ask the critical questions that have the power to transform our world.

Ladies Who Punch
With an uninterrupted printing history since it was first published in 1939, this classic interpretation of the book of
Revelation has served as a solid resource and source of inspiration for generations. Using sound principles of interpretation,
William Hendriksen unfolds the mysteries of the apocalypse gradually, always with the purpose of showing that "we are
more than conquerors through Christ." Both beginning and advanced students of the Scriptures will find here the inspiration
to face a restless and confusing world with a joyful, confident spirit, secure in the knowledge that God reigns and is coming
again soon. This edition features a newly designed interior layout.

How to Be an Antiracist
Many more philosophic minds than mine have thought over the religious side of this subject and many more scientific
brains have turned their attention to its phenomenal aspect. So far as I know, however, there has been no former attempt
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to show the exact relation of the one to the other. I feel that if I should succeed in making this a little more clear I shall have
helped in what I regard as far the most important question with which the human race is concerned. A celebrated Psychic,
Mrs. Piper, uttered, in the year 1899 words which were recorded by Dr. Hodgson at the time. She was speaking in trance
upon the future of spiritual religion, and she said: "In the next century this will be astonishingly perceptible to the minds of
men. I will also make a statement which you will surely see verified. Before the clear revelation of spirit communication
there will be a terrible war in different parts of the world. The entire world must be purified and cleansed before mortal can
see, through his spiritual vision, his friends on this side and it will take just this line of action to bring about a state of
perfection. Friend, kindly think of this." We have had "the terrible war in different parts of the world." The second half
remains to be fulfilled.

What God Said
Named one of the best books of the year by NPR, Fortune, Bloomberg, Sunday Times A New York Times Book Review
Editor’s Choice “If you want to understand modern-day Silicon Valley, you need to read this book.” —John Carreyrou, New
York Times best-selling author of Bad Blood Hailed as the definitive book on Uber and Silicon Valley, Super Pumped is an
epic story of ambition and deception, obscene wealth, and bad behavior that explores how blistering technological and
financial innovation culminated in one of the most catastrophic twelve-month periods in American corporate history. Backed
by billions in venture capital dollars and led by a brash and ambitious founder, Uber promised to revolutionize the way we
move people and goods through the world. What followed would become a corporate cautionary tale about the perils of
startup culture and a vivid example of how blind worship of startup founders can go wildly wrong.

Super Pumped: The Battle for Uber
A compassionate spiritual meditation on the process of death and dying, written by the author of the popular Conversations
with God series, offers counsel on how to draw wisdom and peace of mind throughout the process, which is explained as
the beginning of an "after life" in God's kingdom. Reprint. 60,000 first printing.

The New Revelation
Based on the startling revelations that the author presented in his adult-level 1491: New Revelations of the Americas Before
Columbus, this book for young readers is a fascinating full-color journey into the world of the many advanced cultures that
populated the Americas before the arrival of European explorers.
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Revelation
In the #1 New York Times bestseller, the former Assistant to the President and Director of Communications for the Office of
Public Liaison in the Trump White House provides an eye-opening and “explosive” (The Boston Globe) look into the
corruption and controversy of the current administration. Few were a member of Donald Trump’s inner orbit longer than
Omarosa Manigault Newman. Their relationship spanned fifteen years—through four television shows, a presidential
campaign, and a year by his side in the most chaotic, outrageous White House in history. But that relationship came to a
decisive and definitive end, and Omarosa finally shares her side of the story in this “deftly executed” (The Guardian), jawdropping account. A stunning tell-all and takedown from a strong, intelligent woman who took every name and number,
Unhinged is a must-read for any concerned citizen.

The Book of Revelation
A Master's Manual for Spiritual Awakening You are a spiritual master, and you may not know it. This is your manual. It was
created for you, by you. This, too, you may not know right now, but soon you will . . . Neale Donald Walsch not only tells us
how we can make it through the week in these tough times, he shows us how we can face each day overflowing with joy
and optimism. The good news, he tells us, is that each of us was meant to be happy - happier than god! Walsch's warm and
soothing words encourage the reader to look for the hidden resources that are deep inside each of us. He shows how each
of us have the power within us to manifest everything we need and want. This is not a book of spiritual theory. It provides a
plan that can change lives. Included here is a programme that Walsch calls '17 Steps to being Happier Than God', a plan
that combines the best of the conceptual truths of his 10-book Conversations with God series with the clearest description
yet of how to turn those concepts into practical tools for altering life for the better - forever.

The Little Soul and the Sun
The life and times of the New Testament’s most mystifying and incendiary book Few biblical books have been as revered
and reviled as Revelation. Many hail it as the pinnacle of prophetic vision, the cornerstone of the biblical canon, and, for
those with eyes to see, the key to understanding the past, present, and future. Others denounce it as the work of a
disturbed individual whose horrific dreams of inhumane violence should never have been allowed into the Bible. Timothy
Beal provides a concise cultural history of Revelation and the apocalyptic imaginations it has fueled. Taking readers from
the book’s composition amid the Christian persecutions of first-century Rome to its enduring influence today in popular
culture, media, and visual art, Beal explores the often wildly contradictory lives of this sometimes horrifying, sometimes
inspiring biblical vision. He shows how such figures as Augustine and Hildegard of Bingen made Revelation central to their
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own mystical worldviews, and how, thanks to the vivid works of art it inspired, the book remained popular even as it was
denounced by later church leaders such as Martin Luther. Attributed to a mysterious prophet identified only as John,
Revelation speaks with a voice unlike any other in the Bible. Beal demonstrates how the book is a multimedia constellation
of stories and images that mutate and evolve as they take hold in new contexts, and how Revelation is reinvented in the
hearts and minds of each new generation. This succinct book traces how Revelation continues to inspire new diagrams of
history, new fantasies of rapture, and new nightmares of being left behind.

Home with God
The first book in a new series by the multimillion-copy bestselling author of Conversations with God. Neale Donald Walsch
has changed the way millions of Americans think about God. His Conversations with God series, book 1, book 2, and book 3,
have all been New York Times bestsellers- book 1 for over two years. The essence of Neale Donald Walsch's message lies at
the heart of faith- the sacred place in every person, where he stands alone with his God. Walsch urges each of us to forge
our own unique relationship with God, a God who is everywhere and speaks to us in all we do. It is up to us to stop and
listen. It is up to us to respondto begin the conversation. And a conversation is the first step, just as in any relationship, in
establishing trust, in building friendship, in creating communion. In Friendship with God, Neale Donald Walsch shares the
next part of his journey, and leads us to deepen and strengthen our own bonds with God. He honors our heart's desire: a
closer connection, richer and fuller. A friendship with God.

Fierce Conversations
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES AND WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER Like Fire & Fury, the gossipy real-life soap opera
behind a serious show. When Barbara Walters launched The View, network executives told her that hosting it would tarnish
her reputation. Instead, within ten years, she’d revolutionized morning TV and made household names of her co-hosts: Joy
Behar, Star Jones, Meredith Vieira and Elisabeth Hasselbeck. But the daily chatfest didn’t just comment on the news. It
became the news. And the headlines barely scratched the surface. Based on unprecedented access, including stunning
interviews with nearly every host, award-winning journalist Ramin Setoodeh takes you backstage where the stars really
spoke their minds. Here's the full story of how Star, then Rosie, then Whoopi tried to take over the show, while Barbara
struggled to maintain control of it all, a modern-day Lear with her media-savvy daughters. You'll read about how so many
co-hosts had a tough time fitting in, suffered humiliations at the table, then pushed themselves away, feeling
betrayed—one nearly quitting during a commercial. Meanwhile, the director was being driven insane, especially by Rosie.
Setoodeh uncovers the truth about Star’s weight loss and wedding madness. Rosie’s feud with Trump. Whoopi’s toxic
relationship with Rosie. Barbara’s difficulty stepping away. Plus, all the unseen hugs, snubs, tears—and one dead rodent.
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Ladies Who Punch shows why The View can be mimicked and mocked, but it can never be matched.

Open Book
Barbara Kingsolver's acclaimed international bestseller tells the story of an American missionary family in the Congo during
a poignant chapter in African history. It spins the tale of the fierce evangelical Baptist, Nathan Price, who takes his wife and
four daughters on a missionary journey into the heart of darkness of the Belgian Congo in 1959. They carry with them to
Africa all they believe they will need from home, but soon find that all of it - from garden seeds to the King James Bible - is
calamitously transformed on African soil. Told from the perspective of the five women, this is a compelling exploration of
African history, religion, family, and the many paths to redemption. The Poisonwood Bible was nominated for the Pulitzer
Prize in 1999 and was chosen as the best reading group novel ever at the Penguin/Orange Awards. It continues to be read
and adored by millions worldwide.

The Complete Conversations with God
Neale Donald Walsch's profound conversation with God continues with a "New Revelation" - brought to us at a time when
we need it most. This life-changing book offers some possible, penetrating answers to the questions of our day, providing
the tools to pull ourselves out of despair and towards a new world vision. Addressing the zeitgeist following the tide of
events of September 11th, we are shown that the violence, loss, sorrow and terror of our world cannot be eliminated
through political or economic action, but only by changing our beliefs. Five fallacies about life, combined with the five
fallacies about God, continue to feed a deadly misconception that leads to devastating world events governed by violence
and crisis. Through challenging the fallacies of our beliefs we can move forward, building at last a new world of peace and
harmony based on our new, true beliefs about God and life.

Bringers of the Light
You've Got Me All Wrong If we’ve got God all wrong, we’ve got everything else wrong, too. Is it possible that everything we
think we know about God, and what God wants, is wrong? In direct and spiritually challenging language, Walsch exposes
the many ways in which he believes that humanity completely misunderstands God. He describes in clear terms how the
world could change overnight if humans accurately comprehended what God is, what God wants, who they are in relation to
that, and to each other. Walsch calls this the Missing Data, which if ever embraced and acted on by our species, would
create a spiritual revolution across the globe, bringing humanity both inner and outer peace at last. Does anybody care why
our species has been such a failure? Does anybody imagine it has not been? Does anybody want to know how this whole
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situation can be turned around in the virtual blink of an eye? If you do care about those questions, then you will read this
book. Neale Donald Walsch is one of the most influential and widely read authors in the new spirituality movement, with
eight books on the New York Times bestseller list. His life and work have helped to create and sustain a worldwide spiritual
renaissance, and he travels globally to bring the uplifting message of his books to people everywhere.

You're Not Listening
God’s number one message to the world: “You’ve got me all wrong.” Inspired by his nine-book Conversations with God
series, many people have asked Neale Donald Walsch to find a way to deliver the most essential pieces of God’s message
to us in a more succinct way. This concise text details and expands just what we need to know about life and how to live it.
Bringing his many conversations over the years into sharper focus than ever before, Walsch in What God Said encourages
readers to cast aside religious and cultural trappings. To experience life as fallible—and human—beings, open-minded, openhearted, and all-embracing, and to build on, broaden, and enrich our Ancient Story. But to move forward on this everexpanding and encompassing spiritual voyage means not only understanding what Walsch considers the most important
insights of his Conversations with God, but also applying them in the most practical ways. And so Walsch has included solid
suggestions on how to apply each of the 25 Core Messages in daily life. Should humanity begin carrying these messages
forward, starting today, we can change the world. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Seeing Things John's Way
Empire-critical and postcolonial readings of Revelation are now commonplace, but scholars have not yet put these views
into conversation with Jewish trauma and cultural survival strategies. In this book, Sarah Emanuel positions Revelation
within its ancient Jewish context. Proposing a new reading of Revelation, she demonstrates how the text's author, a first
century CE Jewish Christ-follower, used humor as a means of resisting Roman power. Emanuel uses multiple critical lenses,
including humor, trauma, and postcolonial theory, together with historical-critical methods. These approaches enable a
deeper understanding of the Jewishness of the early Christ-centered movement, and how Jews in antiquity related to their
cultural and religious identity. Emanuel's volume offers new insights and fills a gap in contemporary scholarship on
Revelation and biblical scholarship more broadly.

The Best Possible Wedding Gift
When was the last time you listened to someone, or someone really listened to you? "If you’re like most people, you don’t
listen as often or as well as you’d like. There’s no one better qualified than a talented journalist to introduce you to the right
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mindset and skillset—and this book does it with science and humor." -Adam Grant, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Originals and Give and Take "An essential book for our times." -Lori Gottlieb, New York Times bestselling author of Maybe
You Should Talk to Someone At work, we’re taught to lead the conversation. On social media, we shape our personal
narratives. At parties, we talk over one another. So do our politicians. We’re not listening. And no one is listening to us.
Despite living in a world where technology allows constant digital communication and opportunities to connect, it seems no
one is really listening or even knows how. And it’s making us lonelier, more isolated, and less tolerant than ever before. A
listener by trade, New York Times contributor Kate Murphy wanted to know how we got here. In this always illuminating and
often humorous deep dive, Murphy explains why we’re not listening, what it’s doing to us, and how we can reverse the
trend. She makes accessible the psychology, neuroscience, and sociology of listening while also introducing us to some of
the best listeners out there (including a CIA agent, focus group moderator, bartender, radio producer, and top furniture
salesman). Equal parts cultural observation, scientific exploration, and rousing call to action that's full of practical advice,
You're Not Listening is to listening what Susan Cain's Quiet was to introversion. It’s time to stop talking and start listening.

Revelations
Peterson's eloquent meditation on the Revelation of St. John engages the imagination and awakens the intellect to the
vitality and relevance of the last words on scripture, Christ, church, worship, evil, prayer, witness, politics, judgment,
salvation, and heaven.

Reversed Thunder
Romantic Revelations shows that the nonhuman is fundamental to Romanticisms political responses to climatic
catastrophes. Exploring what he calls "post-apocalyptic Romanticism," Chris Washington intervenes in the critical
conversation that has long defined Romanticism as an apocalyptic field. "Apocalypse" means "the revelation of a perfected
world," which sees Romanticisms back-to-nature environmentalism as a return to paradise and peace on earth. Romantic
Revelations, however, demonstrates that the destructive climate change events of 1816, "the year without a summer,"
changed Romantic thinking about the environment and the end of the world. Their post-apocalyptic visions correlate to the
beginning of the Anthropocene, the time when humans initiated the possible extinction of their own species and potentially
the earth. Rather than constructing paradises where humans are reborn or human existence ends, the later Romantics are
interested in how to survive in the ashes after great social and climatic global disasters. Romantic Revelations argues that
Percy Shelley, Mary Shelley, Lord Byron, John Clare, and Jane Austen sketch out a post-apocalyptic world that, in contrast to
the sunnier Romantic narratives, is paradoxically the vision that offers us hope. In thinking through life after disaster,
Washington contends that these authors craft an optimistic vision of the future that leads to a new politics.
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Humor, Resistance, and Jewish Cultural Persistence in the Book of Revelation
Something extraordinary is about to happen on this planet. Humanity is about to create a new form of spirituality. This New
Spirituality will allow humans to express their natural impulse toward the Divine without making one another wrong for the
way in which they are doing it, and without killing one another in the name of it. When the New Spirituality is embraced by
humanity, it will, of course, change everything. And that is exactly what is needed now. This book contains an astonishing
prediction. And that prediction comes from an astonishing source. Author Neale Donald Walsch says it comes directly from
God. Whether you believe that or not, you will find it difficult not to be swept up in the startling and profound vision of our
near future contained here. Tomorrow's God says, point-blank, that humanity will soon re-create its experience of God in
such a way that our experience of one another will be healed at last. You may agree or disagree with the contents of this
book, but you will never forget having read it.

God’s Message to the World
The human race has reached a Time of Choosing. Our options are being placed before us by the tide of events -- and by
those who are creating them. We can either move forward, building together at last a new world of peace and harmony
based on new beliefs about God and Life, or move backward, separately and continuously reconstructing the old world of
conflict and discord. The New Revelations provides us with the tools to move forward, to pull ourselves out of despair, lifting
the whole human race to a new expression of its grandest vision. In this book, which offers possible and powerful answers
to the questions facing the world, bestselling author Neale Donald Walsch urges us to open our hearts and minds to what
may be one of the most important spiritual statements of our time. A conversation with God that began as a simple plea
from one human being to the God of his understanding, The New Revelations is a life-altering book, given to us when we
need it most.

She Said
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly
images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule
a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.

Unmasking Revelation
From the author of Converstaions with God, comes a book of wonderful insight on how to achieve the goal of every human
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being: a meaningful life.

Before Columbus
Explores the New Testament book of Revelation in a historical first-century context, reinterpreting the book as a scathing
attack on the decadence of Rome that was subsequently adopted by early Christians as a weapon against heresy.

More Than Conquerors
Table of contents

Conversations with God for Teens
The emotionally evocative power of the book of Revelation has been often noted and experienced by interpreters, but until
now it has never been systematically explored. The strange visions of the book of Revelation provide some of the most
difficult passages of the New Testament, yet Christians have long been fascinated by its power and provocative
pronouncements. David deSilva analyzes how the book argues and persuades us to see the world through the eyes of John,
and suggests that the study of ancient rhetoric is particularly valuable in understanding the book of Revelation. deSilva
interprets the book of Revelation as a rhetorical and communicative strategy to persuade a particular audience for specific
goals. Throughout this analysis, he pursues John's construction of his own authority, John's use of emotion and logic, and his
attempt to shape the formation of the reader. Despite the complexities of Revelation, deSilva has produced a remarkably
clear text sure to cause readers to rethink their view of Revelation.

The Book of Revelation Unveiled
Examines the concerns shared by many of today's young people while addressing questions that teens may ask of God,
offering guidance on building healthy relationships, accepting responsibility, and acquiring self-esteem.

Romantic Revelations
Shows how to make the most of conversations by communicating clearly and forcefully, offering advice on how to overcome
barriers to meaningful conversation, confront tough issues, and leverage new skills for frictionless debate.
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Conversations with God for Teens
The Little Soul and the Sun is a simple and powerful story that brings children a very profound truth: there is not absolute
good or bad--that underneath all that happens in the world, all that we call "good" and all that we call "bad," is love. Your
child will discover a God that she or he can love, because God is love, as are all the Little Souls who are a part of God. And
perhaps parents, too, will rediscover who they really are.

Friendship with God
How can a loving God send people to hell? Isn’t it arrogant to believe Jesus is the only way to God? What is up with holy war
in the Old Testament? Many of us fear God has some skeletons in the closet. Hell, judgment, and holy war are hot topics for
the Christian faith that have a way of igniting fierce debate far and wide. These hard questions leave many wondering
whether God is really good and can truly be trusted. The Skeletons in God's Closet confronts our popular caricatures of
these difficult topics with the beauty and power of the real thing. Josh Butler reveals that these subjects are consistent with,
rather than contradictory to, the goodness of God. He explores Scripture to reveal the plotlines that make sense of these
tough topics in light of God’s goodness. From fresh angles, Josh deals powerfully with such difficult passages as: The Lake of
Fire Lazarus and the Rich Man The Slaughter of Canaanites in the Old Testament Ultimately, The Skeletons in God's Close
uses our toughest questions to provoke paradigm shifts in how we understand our faith as a whole. It pulls the “skeletons
out of God’s closet” to reveal they were never really skeletons at all.

Tomorrow's God
The #1 New York Times Bestseller Jessica reveals for the first time her inner monologue and most intimate struggles.
Guided by the journals she's kept since age fifteen, and brimming with her unique humor and down-to-earth humanity,
Open Book is as inspiring as it is entertaining. This was supposed to be a very different book. Five years ago, Jessica
Simpson was approached to write a motivational guide to living your best life. She walked away from the offer, and nobody
understood why. The truth is that she didn’t want to lie. Jessica couldn’t be authentic with her readers if she wasn’t fully
honest with herself first. Now America’s Sweetheart, preacher’s daughter, pop phenomenon, reality tv pioneer, and the
billion-dollar fashion mogul invites readers on a remarkable journey, examining a life that blessed her with the compassion
to help others, but also burdened her with an almost crippling need to please. Open Book is Jessica Simpson using her
voice, heart, soul, and humor to share things she’s never shared before. First celebrated for her voice, she became one of
the most talked-about women in the world, whether for music and fashion, her relationship struggles, or as a walking
blonde joke. But now, instead of being talked about, Jessica is doing the talking. Her book shares the wisdom and
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inspirations she’s learned and shows the real woman behind all the pop-culture cliché’s — “chicken or fish,” “Daisy Duke,”
"football jinx," “mom jeans,” “sexual napalm…” and more. Open Book is an opportunity to laugh and cry with a close friend,
one that will inspire you to live your best, most authentic life, now that she is finally living hers.

Revelation
As President Trump’s National Security Advisor, John Bolton spent many of his 453 days in the room where it happened, and
the facts speak for themselves. The result is a White House memoir that is the most comprehensive and substantial account
of the Trump Administration, and one of the few to date by a top-level official. With almost daily access to the President,
John Bolton has produced a precise rendering of his days in and around the Oval Office. What Bolton saw astonished him: a
President for whom getting reelected was the only thing that mattered, even if it meant endangering or weakening the
nation. “I am hard-pressed to identify any significant Trump decision during my tenure that wasn’t driven by reelection
calculations,” he writes. In fact, he argues that the House committed impeachment malpractice by keeping their
prosecution focused narrowly on Ukraine when Trump’s Ukraine-like transgressions existed across the full range of his
foreign policy—and Bolton documents exactly what those were, and attempts by him and others in the Administration to
raise alarms about them. He shows a President addicted to chaos, who embraced our enemies and spurned our friends, and
was deeply suspicious of his own government. In Bolton’s telling, all this helped put Trump on the bizarre road to
impeachment. “The differences between this presidency and previous ones I had served were stunning,” writes Bolton, who
worked for Reagan, Bush 41, and Bush 43. He discovered a President who thought foreign policy is like closing a real estate
deal—about personal relationships, made-for-TV showmanship, and advancing his own interests. As a result, the US lost an
opportunity to confront its deepening threats, and in cases like China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea ended up in a more
vulnerable place. Bolton’s account starts with his long march to the West Wing as Trump and others woo him for the
National Security job. The minute he lands, he has to deal with Syria’s chemical attack on the city of Douma, and the crises
after that never stop. As he writes in the opening pages, “If you don’t like turmoil, uncertainty, and risk—all the while being
constantly overwhelmed with information, decisions to be made, and sheer amount of work—and enlivened by international
and domestic personality and ego conflicts beyond description, try something else.” The turmoil, conflicts, and egos are all
there—from the upheaval in Venezuela, to the erratic and manipulative moves of North Korea’s Kim Jong Un, to the
showdowns at the G7 summits, the calculated warmongering by Iran, the crazy plan to bring the Taliban to Camp David,
and the placating of an authoritarian China that ultimately exposed the world to its lethal lies. But this seasoned public
servant also has a great eye for the Washington inside game, and his story is full of wit and wry humor about how he saw it
played.

The Room Where It Happened
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The instant New York Times bestseller. "An instant classic of investigative journalism‘All the President’s Men’ for the Me Too
era." — Carlos Lozada, The Washington Post From the Pulitzer Prize-winning reporters who broke the news of Harvey
Weinstein's sexual harassment and abuse for the New York Times, Jodi Kantor and Megan Twohey, the thrilling untold story
of their investigation and its consequences for the #MeToo movement For many years, reporters had tried to get to the
truth about Harvey Weinstein’s treatment of women. Rumors of wrongdoing had long circulated. But in 2017, when Jodi
Kantor and Megan Twohey began their investigation into the prominent Hollywood producer for the New York Times, his
name was still synonymous with power. During months of confidential interviews with top actresses, former Weinstein
employees, and other sources, many disturbing and long-buried allegations were unearthed, and a web of onerous secret
payouts and nondisclosure agreements was revealed. These shadowy settlements had long been used to hide sexual
harassment and abuse, but with a breakthrough reporting technique Kantor and Twohey helped to expose it. But Weinstein
had evaded scrutiny in the past, and he was not going down without a fight; he employed a team of high-profile lawyers,
private investigators, and other allies to thwart the investigation. When Kantor and Twohey were finally able to convince
some sources to go on the record, a dramatic final showdown between Weinstein and the New York Times was set in
motion. Nothing could have prepared Kantor and Twohey for what followed the publication of their initial Weinstein story on
October 5, 2017. Within days, a veritable Pandora’s box of sexual harassment and abuse was opened. Women all over the
world came forward with their own traumatic stories. Over the next twelve months, hundreds of men from every walk of life
and industry were outed following allegations of wrongdoing. But did too much change—or not enough? Those questions
hung in the air months later as Brett Kavanaugh was nominated to the Supreme Court, and Christine Blasey Ford came
forward to testify that he had assaulted her decades earlier. Kantor and Twohey, who had unique access to Ford and her
team, bring to light the odyssey that led her to come forward, the overwhelming forces that came to bear on her, and what
happened after she shared her allegation with the world. In the tradition of great investigative journalism, She Said tells a
thrilling story about the power of truth, with shocking new information from hidden sources. Kantor and Twohey describe
not only the consequences of their reporting for the #MeToo movement, but the inspiring and affecting journeys of the
women who spoke up—for the sake of other women, for future generations, and for themselves.

The Essential Path
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the National Book Award–winning author of Stamped from the Beginning comes a
“groundbreaking” (Time) approach to understanding and uprooting racism and inequality in our society—and in ourselves.
“The most courageous book to date on the problem of race in the Western mind.”—The New York Times NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • Time • NPR • The Washington Post • Shelf
Awareness • Library Journal • Publishers Weekly • Kirkus Reviews Antiracism is a transformative concept that reorients and
reenergizes the conversation about racism—and, even more fundamentally, points us toward liberating new ways of
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thinking about ourselves and each other. At its core, racism is a powerful system that creates false hierarchies of human
value; its warped logic extends beyond race, from the way we regard people of different ethnicities or skin colors to the way
we treat people of different sexes, gender identities, and body types. Racism intersects with class and culture and
geography and even changes the way we see and value ourselves. In How to Be an Antiracist, Kendi takes readers through
a widening circle of antiracist ideas—from the most basic concepts to visionary possibilities—that will help readers see all
forms of racism clearly, understand their poisonous consequences, and work to oppose them in our systems and in
ourselves. Kendi weaves an electrifying combination of ethics, history, law, and science with his own personal story of
awakening to antiracism. This is an essential work for anyone who wants to go beyond the awareness of racism to the next
step: contributing to the formation of a just and equitable society. Praise for How to Be an Antiracist “Ibram X. Kendi’s new
book, How to Be an Antiracist, couldn’t come at a better time. . . . Kendi has gifted us with a book that is not only an
essential instruction manual but also a memoir of the author’s own path from anti-black racism to anti-white racism and,
finally, to antiracism. . . . How to Be an Antiracist gives us a clear and compelling way to approach, as Kendi puts it in his
introduction, ‘the basic struggle we’re all in, the struggle to be fully human and to see that others are fully human.’ ”—NPR
“Kendi dissects why in a society where so few people consider themselves to be racist the divisions and inequalities of
racism remain so prevalent. How to Be an Antiracist punctures the myths of a post-racial America, examining what racism
really is—and what we should do about it.”—Time
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